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> The journey to client-side





The 10.3 miles from agency to advertiser



How can creativity really thrive?



> How are you building a relationship 
where creativity can thrive?



> What is creativity?



Clients want partners who think creatively,
and reward creativity

“It’s about looking and seeing, and the surprise 
of looking at nothing, that then turns into 
something.”
Sir Paul Smith,
London Design Museum, Nov 2013

Creativity challenges technology; technology 
inspires creativity. One of the amazing things 
technology has done is democratize creativity 
– it’s put it into the hands of more and more 
people, and I think that’s an ongoing process 
that we can’t change. Why would we want to 
change it? I think that’s its power.

The next generation will likely revolutionize the 
workplace, breaking down traditions and 
creating a freer, more fluid environment.

John Hegarty, Google Think Insights, April 2012



> The need to reconcile the creative 
ideal of agency and client



Creative success often requires creative reconciliation



> Once reconciled, creativity can 
blossom in different ways





Powerful global idea, strong local execution



Create the cause



Shift to social enterprise



Innovate media model



Abandon convention



> Understanding your role within the 
client / agency ecosystem



> How is creative freedom achieved 
in a client / agency relationship?



Go the extra mile

Cultural compatibility

Challenge behaviours and perceptions

Execute flawlessly

Collaborate

Be accountable



Summary

• Think about what creativity means to you and your client

• Sync with the rhythms of the business and speak the same 
language 

• Be confident in knowing the value you provide amongst a 
growing and diverse client / partner ecosystem

• Ask yourself if you’re building a relationship where 
creativity can thrive



Why your client needs you…

• You have the data and access to 
the analytics

• You’re closest to the customer
• You are the digital natives
• You understand how creativity 

and media converge
• You can demonstrate the ROI and 

are highly accountable

Use this to your advantage!

CLIENT


